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Createspace, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In this high-suspense race against time,
three unlikely heroes try to stop Vincent Fossari, MD from disfiguring anymore patients at Parkwest
Pediatric Hospital. Marilyn Pelletier, RN is hell-bent on preventing future tragedies on her unit.
Allied with Michael Sutherland, a dying lawyer and Ross Manchester, an out-cast surgeon, the three
of them set out to stop Fossari before he strikes again. But first Marilyn must face the deadliest
enemy ever: the one inside herself. And there s no time to lose, because Fossari is already en route
to trap his next victims deep within a deadly blizzard during high-stakes human hibernation
research. 1 Long Island, New York August 1968 The last time Vincent Fossari saw his father alive was
the moment before the explosion, when the older man s eyes froze in the space between his
surgical cap and mask. Julian Fossari s life ended in a green flash from the lights that hung above
the four-year-old boy who lay draped and unconscious on the operating table. From the
observatory s first row seat, Vincent Fossari felt his...
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Reviews
Certainly, this is actually the best function by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never confusing. Your life period is going
to be convert once you total looking over this ebook.
-- Mrs. Yolanda Reilly V
Complete guideline for publication fanatics. It is actually writter in straightforward words rather than confusing. I am e ortlessly could get a pleasure of
looking at a written book.
-- Kirstin Schuppe
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